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A study of strongly convergent trigonometric and Fourier series was recently 
introduced by the present author. The obtained results indicate similarities to both 
absolutely and ordinarily convergent trigonometric series. This is natural in view of 
the fact that strong convergence lies between absolute and ordinary convergence. 
Concerning Fourier series, the properties of strong convergence of index 1.2 1, 
denoted [Ill, justify the present investigation of the following classes of functions: 
s”, the class of al1 f~ L’ whose Fourier series is a.e. [II1 convergent to f and .Y’“, 
the class of all f~ C whose Fourier series is uniformly [II2 convergent to,f: Using 
earlier results we give other equivalent descriptions of these classes, prove that for 
a11 i, > 1 both S” and Y” are Banach spaces, and examine other natural questions 
about these spaces. In particular, we establish the convergence of the Fourier series 
in the respective norms 11 /I.- and II llJ,*, show that there are functions ,f. go S 
such that f g 4 S’ so that s’ are not Banach algebras under pointwise 
multiplication and observe that they are complex Banach algebras under the 
convolution. ‘(’ 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. DEFINITIONS. PRELIMINARIES AND MOTIVES 
A real or a complex valued sequence (sk) is strongly convergent of index 
2 > 0, to a number t, and we write sk --+ t[Z] j. if 
(1.1) 
Here and in other similar expressions s _, = 0. 
This notion was applied to trigonometric and Fourier series in [6, 83. Its 
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interest is justified by the fact that it lies between absolute and ordinary 
convergence. This leads to many intriguing questions about strongly 
convergent trogonometric series, some of which have been answered in 
[6,8,5,9]. In order to express these relationships, let I denote the 
ordinary convergence and let us recall the following concept of absolute 
convergence of index i > 0, that has also been applied to trigonometric 
series, see [4]. 
A real or a complex valued sequence (sk) is absolutely convergent of 
index d > 0, to a number t, and we write sk -+ t 111 j. if sk -+ t and 
k=l 
(1.2) 
If A= 1 then (1.2) implies that Sk -+ t for some t, while this is not true for 
A> 1, see [6]. 
The absolute and strong convergence of index 1 we simply call the 
absolute and strong convergence, and denote by II) and [Z], respectively. 
In view of this we have 111 = [Z] =z- Z and moreover 111 j, * [I];, * Z for 
A> 1, see [6]. 
The following statements are equivalent for i > 1: 
(1) sk -b f[zj.l 
(2) sk -+ t and 
& i k%k-Sk-IIA=O(l) @+a), 
k-0 
(1.3) 
(3) Sk--+ tC, and (1.3). 
Here C1 denotes the Cesaro method of order 1. 
It is useful to note that: 
(4) [Z]i* [Z], for ~>~>O, and 
(5) [Z]j.~Z~C1 for ial. 
For p > 1, let Lp denote the Banach space of all real or complex valued 
2rc-periodic integrable functions f with the norm l/f11 LP = (( 1/2n) j Ifl+‘)“P, 
where the integral is taken over any interval of lengths 27~. Let C denote the 
Banach space of all real complex valued 2n-periodic continuous functions 
fwith the norm IlfIIC=~~~0~x~2n If(x 
Given a trigonometric series 
ao/2 + f ak COS kx + 6, Sin kx 
k=l 
(1.4) 
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let s,(x) and O,,(X) denote the ordinary and the C, rzth partial sums of 
(1.4), respectively. If ( 1.4) is the Fourier series of a function ,f‘~ L’ we shall 
write s,Jand a,ffor the corresponding partial sums s, and e,!. and denote 
the coefficients by fc,.( k) and I,(k). 
The basic properties of trigonometric and Fourier series, strongly con- 
vergent of index 3.3 1, were studied in [6,8]. They show some resemblance 
with both absolutely and ordinarily convergent trigonometric series and 
put some classical statements into a new perspective. 
An obvious similarity with absolute convergence is exhibited by the 
following theorem : 
THEOREM A. [6, Theorems 1 and 21. Zf a trigonometric series (1.4) is 
[I];, conoergent of index 13 1 on a set E of positive measure or qf the 
second category then 
& $ kilak(i=o(l) and -& 8 k’16,/‘=0(1) (n+co). (1.5) 
k-0 k-0 
Concerning Fourier series we have: 
THEOREM B. [6, Theorem 31. Let A> 1. Zf f E L’ then ~,f-+f[Z]~. 
a.e. if and onlv if its Fourier coefficients satisfv (1.5). If f E C then 
s,.f + f [Z]). uniformly if and only! if its Fourier coefficients satisfj, (1.5). 
In view of the fact that an a.e. absolutely convergent trigonometric series 
is necessarily a Fourier series of a continuous function it was natural to ask 
whether an a.e. [Z]). convergent trigonometric series is a Fourier-Lebesgue 
series. This question was considered in [S] and more recently in [9]. The 
answer is positive for 3, > 1 and negative for A= 1. For JU > 1 we have even 
a much stronger statement: 
THEOREM C. [8, Theorem 11. Zf the coeflcients of (1.4) satisJv (1.5) 
for some A> 1, then (1.4) is a Fourier series of a function f E n,, , Lp and 
s,(x) + f(x)[Z] ;, at every Lebesgue point off and consequently a.e. 
Remark. In view of Theorem A, the conclusion in Theorem C is true 
whenever (1.4) is [I] j, convergent a.e., for some A> 1. That a similar result 
does not hold for 1= 1 was already shown in [S, Theorem 23. 
The following surprising statement, that was conjectured in [S], was just 
recently proved in [9] : 
THEOREM D. [9, Theorem 23. There are trigonometric series that are 
strongly convergent a.e. which are not Fourier-Lebesgue series. 
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This extends the well known fact about ordinary convergence, namely, 
that there are a.e. convergent trigonometric series that are not 
Fourier-Lebesgue series, to strong convergence. It is especially interesting 
in view of the implications lZl* [Z] 3 Z and [III2 => [Z] * Z, the mentioned 
properties of a.e. absolutely convergent series and Theorem C. The proof of 
Theorem D is based on an integrability result on trigonometric series with 
gaps, also presented in [9]. 
Due to the above and other results proved in [S-9] we are justified to 
introduce and examine in more detail the following classes of functions. 
For 2 2 1 let s” denote the set of allf E L’ such that s, f -+ f[Z] z a.e. and 
let Y’ denote the set of all f~ C such that s,f-+f[Z]i uniformly. If 2 = 1 
we shall simply write S and Y for S’ and Y’, respectively. 
We will denote by ~2 and % the clzsses of all f~ C for which s,f -f 
absolutely, respectively uniformly. It is well known that d and J2 are 
Banach spaces with the norms 
Ilfll.d = lL(w2 + i: ILW + lfhu (1.6) 
and 
k=l 
llfll P = sup Ilsrlfll c. 
n 
By [6, Theorem41 we have dcYc52 properly. 
I. Szalay has shown that 9, with the norm defined by 
II 1 n 
(1.7) 
In a recent paper, 
IlfIl.v=sy~ lln+l& I(k+l)s,f-ks,-,fl (1.8) 
is a Banach space, and that 
llfll ad 6 llfllv Q 2 llfll.d~ (1.9) 
see [S, Theorem 11. Moreover he has shown that Y with the norm defined 
by (1.8) is not a Banach algebra by proving that there exist functions f E J$ 
and gc:Y such thatf.g#%, see [S, Theorem 31. 
The object of this paper is to show that the spaces S” for A 2 1 and Y’, 
J. > 1 are also Banach spaces under properly selected norms and to discuss 
other related properties of these spaces. Since for A > 1, there are important 
similarities with absolutely convergent trigonometric series, it is expected 
that these results will be useful in proving some other analogies, especially 
those related to the question of integrability. The connections between 
strong convergence [Z16 and the problem of pointwise convergence and 
integrability of a trigonometric series were already considered in [7] and 
will be pursued further by this author. 
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2. THE SPACES S': AND 9'" 
We begin this presentation by stating several immediate properties of the 
classes S’ and Y’:, that are easily deduced from the results described in 
Section 1. By definition and Theorem B, clearly f~ Y” if and only if,f‘E L’ 
and the Fourier coefficients off satisfy ( 1.5), i.e., 
-& g kj./A(k)l”=0(1) 
k-0 
and 
-& $ k”~,~s(k)~‘=~(l) (n-*,x,). 
k-0 
(2.1) 
A corresponding statement holds for 9’. 
THEOREM 1. Let ,I > 1. Then: 
(i) f~ S” if and only iff E L” and (2.1), 
(ii) f EY’ ifand on1.v iff EC and (2.1), 
(iii) Yi.cS”; PcS‘and Y’cYPfor A>p> 1, 
(iv) If i > 1, S” is the class of all sums of a.e. [I] j, convergent tri- 
gonometric series. Furthermore, S’, c n,, 1 Lp and S’ $ L”, 
(v) S is a proper subset of the class of all sums of a.e. [I] convergent 
trigonometric series. Furthermore, L” $ S, 
(vi) Y” is the class of all sums of uniformlv [II2 convergent tri- 
gonometric series. Furthermore, 9” c #. 
Proof: Statements (i) and (ii) are clear by Theorems B and C. 
Statement (iii) follows from property (4) of Section 1. The first part of 
(iv) is clearly a consequence of Theorem A and C. That s” $ L” was 
explained in [8, Theorem 2, Remark 11. The first part of (v) follows from 
Theorem D. To see that also L” p S, consider the series 
-t-i+ f f dcoskx+ksinkx , 
k=l 
where the signs are chosen in an arbitrary way. The same example was 
considered in the [6, Proof of Theorem 41. Thus by the same argument, 
using a result of Zygmund and Paley [lo, Vol. I, pp. 214 and 2191, almost 
all such series converge uniformly. Thus there are series of the above type 
whose sum is a function f E Cc L”. On the other hand, clearly (2.1) does 
not hold for any i > 1, so that ,f+! S. Statement (vi) is an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorems A and B and property (5) of Section 1. 
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Remark 1. Although S”, (( (IL1 and ,fp”, /( (jti are normed spaces as sub- 
spaces of L” and uZ, respectively, they are not Banach spaces with respect 
to these inherited norms. 
To see this first we note by [S, Theorem 4, Remark 21 there are simple 
examples of functions in L”, J& 2 1, whose Fourier coeflicients do not satisfy 
(2.1), so that L”\S” # a. Similarly by [6, Theorem 41, or by the same 
example discussed here in the proof of Theorem 1, J& \.Y” 3 J~/\Y # @. So 
take fE L’\s”. Then by a well known fact 11 o,f’- fil L, = o( 1) (n -+ cc ). But 
clearly a,,f~ s” and consequently (a,,f) is a Cauchy sequence in S”, I/ /IL;. 
whose limit is not in S”. The same argument applies to f~ 9 \Y”“. 
Our object now is to show that S” and 9” for i 3 1 are indeed Banach 
spaces under properly selected norms. The following lemmas are essential 
in reaching this goal. 
LEMMA 1. Let R 2 1 and E= L’, C. If f E E then (2.1) is equivalent to 
IK ;;l;ik~ok~ls./-sk-Lf(. ‘,‘j. ) II =0(l) (n-+KJ). (2.2) E 
Proof. (2.1) =;> (2.2). This is trivial because by Minkowski’s inequality 
(2.1) clearly implies that 
-& 8 k”ls,f(x)-s,-,f(x)(~=o(l) (Iz -+ cc ) uniformly in I, 
k-0 
and consequently (2.2) holds for E= L”, C. 
(2.2) 3 (2.1). If E= L” then (2.2) implies 
1 
s 
2n 1 II 
5-i o n+l c k’ls,f-s,~.,fJ”=o(l) 
(n+m). (2.3) 
k=O 
If E = C then (2.2) implies 
& i k"Iskf(x)-sk-,f(.~)l~=o(l) (n+a)uniformlyinx 
k=O 
and consequently (2.3). 
Thus in either case, 
$ c kA&j;r bkf(X)-.ykL,f(X)l"dX=O(l) (~+cYJ). 
k-0 
Writing 
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where pk = (,[z(k) +,ff(k))’ ’ and xk depends only on the coefficients, we 
see that in either case, 
Now clearly 1 d A d 2j for some integer j and therefore 
’ jLn Icos(k.x+ctJ’d.& j;’ /COS(k.Y+a,)12’ -GO 
1 1 
s 
2x 
2lt2i 0 
[l +COS2(kX+CQ)]idX 
cos 2(kx + $,) dx. 
But, the second term on the right side of the above inequality is zero for 
k=l,2.... so that 
1 
Go i 
2n Icos(kx+a,)l”d.x> l/2’. 
Consequently by (2.4) we conclude that 
& 8 k”p;=o(l) (IZ-+W) 
k-0 
which clearly implies (2.1). 
LEMMA 2. Let A 3 1 and E = L”, C. [f f E E and (2.1) then 
ll.~,,f -.fll E = d 1 1 (n -+ cz1). 
ProoJ If E= L’, this follows immediately from Theorem l(i) and [8, 
Theorem 43. Similarly, if E = C the conclusion is trivial by Theorem 1 (ii) 
and property (5) of Section 1. 
Remark 1. If J‘E s” and i > 1 then more is true by Theorem 1 (iv) and 
[S, Theorem 41. Namely, iffES”, A> 1, then Ils,f-fllLP=o(l) (n + x)) 
for each pa 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let 13 1 and E = LA, C. If f E E and (2.1) then 
-& $ I(k+ l)~~f-k~,,f~“)“i~~ G llfllE+o(l) (n+ a). 
k-0 E 
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Proof By Minkowski’s inequality we have 
Now, 
because we have the equality if E = L’- and the corresponding inequality is 
easily verified for E = C. Thus from (2.5) and Lemma 1, it follows that 
Moreover, by Lemma 2, SEE and (2.1) implies that I(.rkf-fljE= o(l) 
(k -+ co) and consequently by Minkowski’s inequality, 
= IlfllE+o(l) (n --) cc). 
The statement then follows from (2.6). 
By Theorem 1, f E S” if and only if fe L” and (2.1) and the correspond- 
ing statement is true for f~ Yr. Consequently by Lemma 3, fe S” implies 
that \l((l/(n+ l))C;=, \(k+ l).ykf -kskwl fli.)“‘(lL;. is bounded as M+ cc 
and similarly for f~ 9”. Thus for f E S”, respectively f E Y”, we define 
I/I\~=~~P~~(-$ $ l(k+l)s,f-ks,~rl’)“‘~~~,, (2.7) 
n k-0 
and 
llfll .‘pi = sup -$ $ I(k+l)r,/-k~,~,f~~)"i~~ . (2.8) 
n k-0 C 
Clearly if A = 1 then (1 )I + is precisely the norm given by (1.8), introduced 
by I. Szalay in [IS]. 
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THEOREM 2. Let /1> I. Then s”, // (/,sj and .‘f ‘. (( /j ,,, ure &much ,spuc’e.v. 
Moreover, 
Il.f‘ll L” d sup ll~~,,.fll I’ d lI.f’ll S’ i fE s” (2.9) 
llfll c G sup ll~nfll c = llfll t/ d llfll 9’7 f E 9*. (2.10) 
t1 
Proof: That SA and Y” with I/ )ls, and II )I ,yi respectively, defined by 
(2.7) and (2.8), are normed spaces can be easily verified. In order to show 
that they are Banach spaces, we first prove the inequalities (2.9) and (2.10). 
By Theorem 1 and Lemma2,fgSA implies Il.~,,f-fl/.~=o(l) (n+ co) 
and similarly f E Y” implies Ils,f -fil c = o( 1) (n + co). Taking E= L”, C 
we see that given E > 0 there exists n, such that lIsJ---fllE< E and 
therefore llfll E < E + Il.cJIl E < E + supn lls,fll E. Consequently il.fil E < 
supn jl~,Jll~, which is the left inequality in (2.9) and (2.10). To verify the 
right inequality we first note that 
.y,.f = J-g, ((k+ l)s,f-A& IJ’). 
Then, by Holder’s inequality, we have 
Therefore f E s” implies f E L” and 
SUP Ib,fIl~~.~~~~ 
n n 
+-$& I(k+ l)skf -L/l’)‘-‘= llflls~. 
Similarly by (2.11), f~ Y” implies SUP,~ /js,,fll c < lJf/l .‘yi. Thus the 
inequalities (2.9) and (2.10) are established. 
We now prove that S’, 11 II s,. Is a Banach space. So suppose that (fm) is 
a Cauchy sequence in S”, I( IIs,. Then clearly by (2.9) (f,) is a Cauchy 
sequence in L”, (I )I L,. Therefore, since L”, /I IlLi is a Banach space, there 
exists a function .f E L’: such that 
Ilfm -f II LA = 4 1) (m+ a). (2.12) 
119 
(2.13) 
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First we show that also 
Il.fm - fll s; = a1 1 (m -b Gc ). 
Since (f,,,) is a Cauchy sequence in 
such that 
S’, )( 11 s,, given E > 0 there exists m, 
Ilfm-fm~Ils~.<d2 for each m, m’ b me 
and consequently by (2.7), 
for every n and for each m, m’ 2 mE. (2.14) 
On the other hand by (2.12), for every IZ there exists m, > mE such that 
(2.15) 
Now by Minkowski’s inequality 
Taking m>m, and m, am, such that (2.15) holds, from (2.14) it follows 
that the first term in (2.16) is bounded by s/2. We now estimate the second 
term of (2.16). 
Noting that for any g E L”, clearly 
(2.17) 
by Minkowski’s inequality again, we see that 
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IK -$ g I(/?+ l).s,g-ks, ,g/’ ” 1 h -0 ! I I 1~’ 
6 
( 
-$ i k”/Is,g-s, &)“+(-$ -g llwll:q’; 
I =o h-0 
d 
i 
-& i k”Ils,g-s, 1 g,,;)‘~’ 
h-0 
+(-&!, (i() llsie-si 1 gllL~)2)“i. 
Applying Holder’s inequality to the second term of the last expression, we 
obtain 
& i I(k+l)skg--ksk d)““!! 
k=O L’ 
<2 & ,$ (k+ l)%up lls;g-S~ ,gl& 
x-o i c k 
(2.18) 
Taking g = f,, - ,f in (2.18) we have the following estimate for the second 
term in (2.16), 
IK ~k~ol(k+l)s,(f,.-.l.)-ksk~,(/;,-./)/i I” ! II LX 
64 hkg”(k+l); lll,.-f,l~./.~‘~;44(n+l) ll.fm,-r’llZ. 
But m, satisfies (2.15) and consequently the second term in (2.16) is also 
bounded by s/2. Thus from (2.16) and the above discussion, we conclude 
that 
ll( Akgo /(k+ 1)9k(l,.-f)-ks~,(l~-f)li)“~~l <E (2.19) L’ 
for each n and for every m > m,. Hence 11 f, - f /l s, < E for every m 2 m,, 
i.e., (2.13) holds. 
Next, we verify that moreover f E S”. 
Since f E L”, by Lemma 1 it suffices to prove that 
Now given E > 0 take mE such that (2.19) holds. Applying Minkowski’s 
inequality twice and (2.19) we have 
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But fm, E s” and therefore by Lemma 1, the third term in the last expression 
is less than E, for all sufficiently large n. Furthermore by (2.11) 
b!Af-fm,)l d ( 
& ,$ Iti+ l)~i(/i-,)-~~i~,(.ff,.)l”)lii, 
l-0 
and therefore by (2.18) 
Ibk(f-.fm,,)liL’<E for each k. 
Consequently, 
for all sufficiently large n. Thus (2.20) holds. This completes the proof of 
the fact that p, (I /Is;, is a Banach space. 
The proof that Yi., II llY;., is a Banach space is very similar and therefore 
is omitted. It uses the inequality (2.10) in place of (2.9) and the preceding 
lemmas for the case E = C in the same way as the proof just presented. The 
only difference is that the equality (2.17) for the norm II II Lj. is now replaced 
by the corresponding inequality for the case /I II c, i.e., for g E C we have 
which certainly does not alter the rest of the argument. 
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THEOREM 3. Let A 3 1. Zf ,f‘~ S” then Ijc~,,Ij’-,/‘jjSJ = O( 1 ) (PI -+ 1~1 ). If’ 
fE9" then lls,f-fll,,,=o(l) (m-+m). 
Proof Suppose that ,f~ S’. By (2.7) we have to estimate 
Il&J”-fll.~’ 
(2.21) 
Clearly ~,(s,f) = ~k,f for k <WI and s,(s,J) = s, f for k 2 m. Thus we can 
write 
--&co Ilk+ l)sk(S,f-ff)--~k~,(S,,f-ff)li. 
=h,=i,, I@+ l)(s,f-Skf)-k(S,f--Sk--If)li~ 
m 
where the left side is zero for m >, n. Consequently by Minkowski’s 
inequality we have 
where the expression on the left is zero for m B M. 
Clearly, 
IK (2.23) 
and 
where pk = @f(k) +ff(k))“‘. 
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Consequently from (2.22) and the last two inequalities we see that 
G SUP IL- Skfll f.’ + 
k3m 
for m<n. (2.24) 
Now by Theorem l(i) and Lemma 2, l/f-Skf(lL’ =o(l) (k -+ ,a) and 
therefore given E > 0 we can choose m, such that 
SUP Ilf- Skfll L’ < E/4 foreach mam,. 
k 2 mr 
Furthermore by Theorem 1 (i), f~ s” implies that (2.1) holds , so that for 
the above E we can chose m, 3 m, such that 
-& +f k’pl) ‘Ii < E/4 
h-0 
Consequently from (2.24) we conclude 
for each n > m,. 
that 
\ lli II IK &go Itk+ l).Fk(~,f--.)-kSk-,(~nif‘-.fili) 11 <d2 L; 
for each n and m; n > m > m,. 
But as it was remarked before, the left side is zero for n 6 m so the above 
inequality holds for each m > m, and for all n. Finally, by (2.21) it follows 
that 
,,&,,f-f,,,+ 6 g/2 <E for each m 2 m,, 
which completes the proof of our first statement. 
By precisely the same argument, putting 11 11 c in place of 11 11 Li, appealing 
to Theorem 2(ii) and the corresponding part of Lemma 2, we can see that 
also f~ 9’” implies Ils,f-fll+ = o( 1) (m + co). Naturally the equality 
(2.23) in the above discussion must be replaced by the corresponding 
inequality in the C norm. 
Our next task is to show that S” is not a Banach algebra with respect 
to the pointwise multiplication. Actually we prove slightly more. 
THEOREM 4. Let II 2 1. Then there exist functions f E 9 and g E 9” such 
that f. g 4 S. Consequently S’., . is not a Banach algebra. 
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Proof: Consider the series 
,g, f$ cos kx, where Q JO 
and 
where sk JO. 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
By well known results, see [2, 7.21, these series converge almost 
everywhere to integrable functions and are therefore the Fourier series of 
their respective sums. Moreover the second series converge uniformly. Let 
,f(x) and g(x) denote the sums of (2.25) and (2.26), respectively. Then 
clearly f E L’, ge C and their Fourier coefficients satisfy (2,l) for each 
A b 1. Thus by Theorem B, .f E S’ and g E 9”. 
In what follows we shall prove that for properly selected sequences (a/,) 
and (8%) in (2.25), respectively (2.26), f. g $ S. 
Let f (k) and g(k), k E Z be the kth complex Fourier coefficients off and 
g, respectively. Then clearly 
f(k)=;: for k#O; f(O)=0 where c(_~ = -all 
(2..,7) 
g(k)=;; for k#O; g(0) = 0 where E mx = Ed. 
By a well known result, see [ 10, Chap. IV, (8.13)], the Fourier coefficients 
of the product f . g are given by 
fiW)= 1 .hMk-v). 
VEZ 
Since f( -k) = f(k) and J$( -k) = -g(k) clearly 
n k-l 
f.dk)= c f(v).g(k-v)- ‘f f(k+v).g+(v) 
I’ = 1 v=l 
1% 
+ c .h+&k+v), 
o= 1 
(2.28) 
where the first sum is to be interpreted as zero for k = 1. Moreover clearly 
n 
f.g(-k)= -?%k) and (G),(k) =2$<(k). 
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We shall now choose (Q) and (.Q) in (2.25), respectively (2.26), in such a 
way that 
Taking ak = sk from (2.27) and (2.28) it is easily seen that 
for k = 2, 3, . . . . 
Hence clearly 
and consequently 
It is clear that the right side in the last inequality, for properly chosen (&k), 
sk JO, can be made arbitrarily large for sufficiently large n which implies 
(2.29). 
Thus there exist functions f~ S’ and g E Y’ such that f . g $ S. Further- 
more by Theorem l(iii), f . g + s” for any I > 1. 
Remark 2. Although it was shown by [S, Theorem 31 that Y is not a 
Banach algebra with respect to the pointwise multiplication, I was unable 
to prove this for Y” for A> 1. I conjecture however that the above 
Theorem 4 can be extended to claim that, for each A > 1, there exist 
functions f E Y’ and g E Y” such that f . g $ S. 
We conclude this presentation of the properties of the spaces S* and Y’ 
by observing that they are Banach algebras with respect to the convolu- 
tion, *. 
For f, g E L’, f*g(x) G (l/271) j f(x - t) g(t) dt. It is well known that C 
and Lp, p > 1 are complex Banach algebras under the convolution *, see 
[2]. In our next result we will consider (2.1) in the complex form and 
interpret all other statements accordingly. 
THEOREM 5. LetA>l.ZffEL’andgcS* thenf*gES*and 
Ilf * gll .s’ d Ilf II L’ . II gll S”. (2.30) 
Zff EC andgE9’. then f * gE9’. and 
Ilf * gll+d Ilf IIC. Ilgll9;. (2.31) 
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Consequently S’., * and 5fi., * are complex Banach ulgehras. Furthermow, if’ 
,i> 1 andf; gES’. thenf’* gE.Y’-. 
ProofI Suppose that f E L’ and gE S’. Then by Theorem 1 g E L” and 
(2.1) holds for the complex coefficients of g. But by [2, 3.1.6],f’~L’ and 
g E L’ implies that 
f*gcLi and Ilf* g/l,,G Ilfll.~. IlgllL/. (2.32) 
Moreover (f * g) A (k) = f(k) . g(k). Therefore 
Appealing to Theorem 1 (i) again we see that f * g E SL. 
We now verify (2.30). By (2.17), (2.32), and the properties of convolu- 
tion, see [2, Chap. 33, we have 
i I(k+ 1)N-* g)--kskp,(J‘* P)lA)“i~~L” 
k=O 
= 
( 
& i IIf* [(k+ l)~,g-k~,~,g,ll:.)“’ 
k=O 
6 llf IILl --& $ Ittk+ I)ik~-kskdt;~)L” 
k-0 
= llfll L1 . II gll 9.. 
Thus from (2.7) it follows that 
Ilf * g/l S’ 6 llfll L’ . II gll S”’ 
If moreover f, g E s” then by (2.9) of Theorem 2 we have 
IV * gll ,si G llfll f,’ . II t-711 S”d llfll S’ . II g/l S’ 
Consequently SA-, * is a complex Banach algebra. 
The corresponding statements for Y’ are proved similarly and the proof 
is therefore omitted. 
Finally we note that if 2 > 1 and f, g E S”, then by Theorem l(iv ), 
A gEc7p.l Lp and (2.1) holds for f(k) and g(k). Glancing at [2, 3.1.43 we 
see that f * g E C and consequently by Theorem l(ii) f * g E 9". 
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